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tactics; Russian gold and Russian agents were placed at the
service of the German revolution which was to be the next
stage to the world revolution; the discontent culminated in a
strike of the all-important metalworkers under Independent and
Spartacist auspices., which might have been decisive but for the
efforts of the Majority Socialists and the fact that in the trade
unions the revolutionary element was still in a minority. But
the portent of the unsuccessful strike was unmistakable; the
police began to be very active; the revolutionary situation was
approaching.
At the time of the strike, the war had settled down from being
a lurid drama of movement to become a tragedy of endurance
in mud. Then came the last desperate gamble—desperate and
yet necessary more for political than for military reasons—
Ludcndorff's great: spring offensive of March 1918. As the armies
moved forward at last to their last campaign, Germany for a
brief moment almost recovered that unity which had been
steadily disappearing for four years; the roar of the guns that
smashed into atoms the enemy front line was a thrilling, irresistible
appeal to the nation to make one supreme effort. The appeal
could not but find answer; morally and physically the German
tightened his belt; even the pangs of hunger and the lure of a
Russia that was still hungrier were for a moment forgotten as
bulletin after bulletin set the flags of victory flying bravely once
again. And victory meant peace^ and for peace any sacrifice was
worth while. If Ludendorff could have beaten the Allies into
negotiation the revolutionary movement would have for all
practical purposes become innocuous. But the great offensive
worked itself out; the enemy line stiffened; the assailants were
held, thrown on the defensive, and then pushed slowly back.
The military leadership knew that Germany's effort was ex-
hausted, and told the government so; the political leadership,
staggered by the admission that the great gamble had completely
failed, could do nothing but wring its hands.
Ludendorff was an intellectual soldier of great gifts, and of
so delicately balanced a mental equipment that it was easy for
him to suffer from what are called "nervous crises," He had lost

